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Identity
• Our framework on physics identity is the interaction between the physics lab 

practices1 and identity components from Close2 (adapted communities of 
practice3 and the framework from Hazari4 and Carlone5)

Interview Analysis

• In analyzing the interviews for the student’s interpretations of the lab 
practices we found that within each practice responses fell into different 
sub-bins related to the larger practice

• We required three components in an identity statement:  

• Addresses the practice 

• Applies a personal value statement to it 

• Connects back to a component of our physics identity framework 

• The statements from the interviews tended to lack that third component, 
which lead into the development of a pilot survey

• We were also looking at how students identified with respect to the 
lab practices

Blake: I think just based on wanting to be a teacher I 
see that as more valuable than someone who maybe 
just wants to understand physics for themselves 
because if you just want to understand physics for 
yourself you don't really care about you being able to 
communicate results to others […] whereas I aspire to 
allow my understanding to feed understanding of 
others […] so I think it's it's even more important to me 
to be able to communicate my results than others may 
feel it's important for them

Practice: Communicating
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Pilot Survey

• Through the interview analysis we created 108 question statements 
that covered the interpretations of the practices seen in the interviews

Goal 1: Elicit identity statements that meet all 3 of our requirements 

Goal 2: Verify coverage of student interpretations of practices

Goal 3: Reduce the number of questions

Solution 
• Questions contain first two 
• Free response to elicit third 
• Each question in four parts

Solution 
• Distributed to 650 students (80% response rate) 
• Enough responses to  

• Verify interpretations 
• Justify removing questions

In this lab comparing my results to the expected is important

“I guess it’s really hard cause most 
people do just like graphs and stuff but I 
think you would have to compare it to 

expected vs. observed” 
Ginny

“Then seeing how those numbers 
correlate to what we expected we 
should get or what we thought we 

should get.” 
Fin

In this lab using graphs to 
interpret results is important

In this lab interpreting graphs 
to understand relationships 

between parameters is 
important

“So interpreting the results, in this 
class, we use graphs and stuff to do 
that. In all other labs I've had you use 

graphs and statistical tests” 
Fern

“Then there is also interpreting in the 
sense of data analysis, like I'm going 

to fit these parameters.” 
Darla

Upper division student (physics major) 
More sophisticated application of practice

Intro student (non-physics major) 
Less sophisticated application of practice

I: “What does data analysis look like in your lab?”

Looking Ahead
• We have examples from two sets of questions under analyzing data where 

more sophisticated applications and/or descriptions of the practices elicit 
more identity statements 
• In one case the more sophisticated question came from an upper 

division student. The other came from an expert. 
• In our effort to operationalize the identity framework we are examining 

identity statements for distinguishing characteristics in the components of 
the framework 

• New survey draft
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Comparing my results to the expected is important

For ME, comparing my results to the expected is important (not important) 
because … 

For an EXPERIMENTAL PHYSICIST, comparing my results to the expected 
is important (not important) because … 
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• How do students interpret physics practices? 
• Do they make identity statements around the practices? 
• Mapping interpretations and how they talk about identity

• 108 questions from interview analysis, free and closed response 
• 500 survey participants  
• Dimensional reduction 
• Identity analysis  

Focus on the students’ interpretations and understanding of physics and lab practices Retain close ties to the theoretical framework throughout

• Negotiated Experience + Recognition (NER), Learning Trajectory + 
Interest (LTI), Community Membership + Competence (CMC) 

• Lab Practices

Pilot SurveyInterviewsTheoretical Framework

Survey Development Process

The focus on physics practices in lab courses makes them an ideal place to 
measure the impact they have on our student’s. We are developing a survey to 

measure this impact on their physics identity.


